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top quark pair production 

•  hard scatter cm-frame generically 

–  specified by  

•             well measured in σ and Mtt spectrum. SM-like. 

•  here: the production angle 
–  in particular: asymmetry in production angle with respect to proton direction 

–  also of interest: q2 dependence 

•  hadron collisions: 
–                        
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•  Halzen, Hoyer, Kim;  Brown, Sadhev, Mikaelian; Kuhn, Rodrigo; Ellis, Dawson, Nason; Almeida, 
Sterman, Vogelsang; Bowen, Ellis, Rainwater 

•  verified for QED in e+e-  µ+µ- 

•  strong interaction C tests at high energy? difficulty of jet charge 

•  reconstructed top pair system has accessible information on charge flow 
  test C in strong interactions at large q2  

 tt charge asymmetry in NLO QCD 

C = - 1 C = +1 

 + Afb ~  0.06 ± 0.015  
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prior measurements (lepton + jets) 

•  CDF, 1.9 fb-1  , inclusive, corrected to “parton-level” 

–  tt rest frame 

–  NLO QCD 

•  D0, inclusive, background subtracted “data-level”   

–  tt rest frame                                          0.9 fb-1 

                                                                                                  4.3 fb-1 

–  NLO QCD 
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Att = 0.24 ± 0.14
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Att = 0.06± 0.01
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Att = 0.08 ± 0.04 
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theoretical interest 

•  s-channel  
–  massive chiral color octets 

–  “axigluon” 

–  RS gluon 

•  FV t-channel 
–  W´Z´ 

–  color triplets, sextets  

•  model building must contend with  
–  total σ in good agreement with SM 

–  dσ/dMtt in good agreement with SM 
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lepton + jets: selection and reconstruction  

r-z view 
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•  5.3 fb-1 

•  lepton (e/µ) Et/pt > 20 GeV (/c) 

•  missing Et > 20 GeV 

•  .g.e. 4 jets Et > 20 GeV 
‒  at least one b-tagged jet 

•  1260 events      bkg = 283±50 



top reconstruction 

•  jet-parton assignment, pz(ν) via minimum of simple χ2  
–  Constraints: MW = 80.4 GeV/c2, Mt = 175 GeV/c2, btag = b 

–  Float jet pt within errors 

•  sign of lepton fixes charge of tops and decay products 
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standard bkg 

Pythia tt 



•  frame invariant variables  

–  interpretation 

•  asymmetry in Δy equals asymmetry in top quark production angle in tt rest frame 
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top pair rapidity difference 
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Δylh = yl − yh

Δy = q ⋅ Δylh = yt − yt 
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expected QCD asymmetries 
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•  three different calculations for expectation 
–  Pythia: LO simulated sample 

–  MCFM:  NLO calculation at “parton level” 

–  MC@NLO + CDFSIM: simulated sample for input the analysis   

•  n.b. 
–  prediction for data level asymmetry < stat precision (0.028)  

–  Pythia tt model remains good approximation of SM 

sim + reco 

sim + reco +bkg 

truth 

truth 



inclusive yl - yh distributions 
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both lepton charges 

•  AFB = 0.008 ± 0.028 

•  “uncharged” distribution is symmetric 



inclusive yl - yh distributions 
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AFB = 0.067±0.040  

 AFB = -0.048 ±0.039 

both lepton charges 

•  AFB = 0.008 ± 0.028 

•  “uncharged” distribution is symmetric 

•  but if separate by lepton charge 
see charge asymmetry 

•  CP conserving 

positive leptons: yl is   

negative leptons: yl is   
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inclusive Δy= q(yl – yh) 
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data level with corrections 

then 

•  bkg subtract  
‒  yields tt “signal” at reco level 

•  unfold acceptance & resolution 
−  yields tt at “parton level” 



 A(Δy), parton level, data 
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r-z view 
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selection and reconstruction  

•  5.1 fb-1 

•  2 OS lepton (e/µ) Et/pt > 20 GeV (/c) 
−  Mll.ne. MZ 

•  missing Et > 25 GeV 

•  .g.e. 2 jets Et > 15 GeV 

•  Ht > 200 GeV 

•  334 events      bkg = 87±17 

dilepton mode selection  



•  experimentally robust 

•  correlated with Δy 
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lepton rapidity difference  
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lepton rapidity difference in Z control samples   
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lepton rapidity difference in top dilepton control samples   
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dilepton + MET+ 0 jets dilepton + MET+ 1 jet 



lepton rapidity difference in dilepton top signal   
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KS = 0.8% 



top reconstruction in the dilepton sample   
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•  jet-parton match and top reconstruction via  
−  MW, Mt constraints  

−  and likelihoods of 

•  with reco in hand, examine Δytt 
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top rapidity difference in dilepton sample   
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KS = 1.4%   



correcting to the parton level 

•  sub bkg:  Afb = 0.205±0.073 

•  parton level: 
–  minimal model assumptions  

     1.  A(Δy) = αΔy 

     2. Pythia Δy is true at A=0 

–  reweight Pythia by 1+αΔy 
•  find truth level Atrue 

•  find reco level Aobs  

–  for ensemble of α, find Atrue  = k Aobs 

•  parton level in data: 

          Afb (DIL) = 0.417±0.156 

•  compare: 

         Afb(ljets) = 0.158±0.074 
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Mtt dependence of the asymmetry 

              MCFM:   A(Mtt)                                           data:    Δy vs Mtt 
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Att(Mtt, i) 
50 GeV bins                                     100 GeV bins 
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color octet model 

•  to test methodologies on  
–  large asymmetry 

–  mass dependence 

•  color octets with axial couplings 
–  after Ferrario and Rodrigo   arXiv:0906.5541 

–  thanks to T. Tait for Madgraph 

•  sample “Octet A” 
–  gv = 0, |gA = 3| 

–  gq
A = - gt

A 

–  MG = 2.0 TeV 

–  xsec ratio: σ/σsm = 1.02 

–  Mtt spectrum ~ compares to Pythia 

–  Model: Parton Att = 0.16   Reco Att = 0.08 

–  Data:   Parton Att = 0.15,  Reco Att = 0.06 

•  a test sample. not a hypothesis 

•  use to study parton level corrections 
and treatment of mass dependence 

–  2-bin A(Mtt) 
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color octet model 

•  to test methodologies on  
–  large asymmetry 

–  mass dependence 

•  color octets with axial couplings 
–  after Ferrario and Rodrigo   arXiv:0906.5541 

–  thanks to T. Tait for Madgraph 

•  sample “Octet A” 
–  gv = 0, |gA = 3| 

–  gq
A = - gt

A 

–  MG = 2.0 TeV 

–  xsec ratio: σ/σsm = 1.02 

–  Mtt spectrum ~ compares to Pythia 

–  Model: Parton Att = 0.16   Reco Att = 0.08 

–  Data:   Parton Att = 0.15,  Reco Att = 0.06 

•  a test sample. not a hypothesis 

•  use to study parton level corrections 
and treatment of mass dependence 

–  2-bin A(Mtt) 

–  optimal partition at Mtt = 450 GeV/c2 25 

low  high  
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Δy at low and high mass 
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Δylh at high mass by lepton charge 
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•  consistent with CP conservation 

•  argues against experimental artifact, as detection/reconstruction are sign 
independent 

Δylh at high mass by lepton charge 



correction to parton level 

•  background subtraction 

•  unfold in 4 bins in Δy and Mtt 

–  low mass forward      

–  low mass backward 

–  high mass forward   

–  high mass backward 
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 A(M) and A(Δy) for representative theories 
Gresham, Kim, Zurek ArXiv:1103.3501  

Mtt Δy 

W’ 

octet 



•  a selection of cross-checks in the lab frame using  

•   the high mass asymmetry is less significant in the lab frame 
–  like QCD ? 

•  the high mass double tag asymmetry is low in the lab frame 
–  statistics? 

–  |η| < 1.0 for b-tags. acceptance + physics? 
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frame dependence 
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summary 

•  significant inclusive Afb(Δy) is observed in two decay modes 

                               lepton + jets            dilepton 
–  data                  0.054 ± 0.028              0.138 ± 0.054 

–  bkg sub            0.075 ± 0.037              0.205 ± 0.076 

–  parton level      0.158 ± 0.074              0.417 ± 0.157 

–  MCFM                                 0.058±0.009 

•  in dileptons, well understood Afb(ηll) is consistent with Afb(Δy)  
•  in lepton+jets, Afb(Δy) is observed to depend on Δy and Mtt                          

                            Mtt < 450 GeV/c2        Mtt ≥ 450 GeV/c2 
–  data                  -0.016 ± 0.034              0.210 ± 0.049 

–  parton level      -.116  ± 0.153               0.475 ± 0.112 

–  MCFM              0.040 ± 0.006               0.088 ± 0.013 

•  Afb reverses sign under interchange of lepton (top) charge: CP conservation 

•  various data puzzles remain.  

•  interesting theoretical suggestions 

•  lots of work still to do  



Backup  
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studies of Att at the data level 



bonus question  

•  Highest Q2  prior test of C in strong interactions ? 
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top rapidity difference in dilepton sample w/ bkg subtraction   
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 Aobs
Δyt  = 0.138 ± 0.054

Asub
Δyt  = 0.205 ± 0.073± 0.021



lepton rapidity difference in dilepton control samples   
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 Aobs
Δηl  = −.012 ± 0.111

Apred
Δηl  = −0.02 ± 0.165

SS + MET+ 2 jets candidates with Ht < 200 GeV 
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expected correlation of Δη and Δy for best fit   



compare to best fit model 

•  top rapidity difference

•  lepton rapidity difference 
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KS = 51.2 %   

KS = 44.8%   



inclusive distributions (both lepton charges) 

yh Δy 
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•  symmetric! 



•  Combined –q*yh: 
AFB = 0.073 ±0.028 

•  Compare to mc@nlo 
AFB = 0.001 

inclusive charge weighted 

•  Combined Δy: 
AFB = 0.057 ±0.028 

•  Compare to mc@nlo 
AFB = 0.024 
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     tt frame      lab frame 



positive leptons negative leptons 

AFB = 0.067±0.040   AFB = -0.048 ±0.039 

Δy 

 separate by lepton charge  

yh 
AFB = -0.070±0.040   AFB = 0.076 ±0.039 
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It’s 1) a charge asymmetry  2)CP conserving 



backgrounds 
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•  detailed model for all background components 

•  fully simulated model samples are reconstructed like data 

•  asymmetries small (but not zero) 

             tt rest frame                                                  lab frame  



backgrounds 
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•  can be checked in events without b-tags. S:B = 0.3 

•  data and predictions in good agreement 

             tt rest frame                                                  lab frame  



correct to the “parton level” 
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with corrections 
•  dN/dy parton level histogram 

–  parton level bins j w/ contents Pj 

•  the top data signal  

–  Si = Mij x Aj x Pj 

•  where 

–  the  Aj  are the acceptances for each bin 

–  the Mij are the bin-to-bin migration ratios 

–  both are estimated with Pythia 

•  dN/dy data level histogram 
–  data level bins i w/ contents Di 

–  Sum of top and bkgrd:  Di=Si+Bi 

•  to propagate data to parton level: 

–  Pj =  Aj
-1 x Mji

-1 x (Di-Bi) 

•  result is optimized when number of bins = 4 



 A(Δy), parton level, data 
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Systematic Uncertainties Inclusive 
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binning in Mtt 

•  get AFB in slices of Mtt 

•  but how to quantify? 
•  simplest A(M): two bins 

–  high and low mass 

•  where to put boundary? 

•  look at significance                 at high mass vs. boundary 

  best  boundary:  450 GeV/c2  
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Att(Mtt, i)  by charge 
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sys uncertainty of unfold procedure 
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Att at high and low mass: parton level 



•   the NLO QCD asymmetry has a strong Njet dependence 

•  data: the high mass asymmetry is significantly reduced for 5 jet events 

•   need to study other models, color flow, asymmetry reco in ttj 
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jet multiplicity dependence 



Tevatron vs LHC  (from Kuhn and Rodrigo ) 

•  Tevatron dominated by 

•  at LHC, work at large x  
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Model 

•  Color-Octet 

•  after Ferrario and Rodrigo    

      arXiv:0906.5541 
•  If                  get positive asymmetry 
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Production Angle →Rapidity 

•  from qq to lab 
•  black = SM 

•  red = SM +0.34cosθ 
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